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SAPL participates in One eRead Canada featuring stories by Dawn Dumont 
 

ST. ALBERT — St. Albert Public Library is excited to announce our participation in the inaugural One eRead 
Canada campaign from June 3 to 30 – the campaign is organized by the Canadian Urban Libraries Council / 
Conseil des Bibliothèques Urbaines du Canada (CULC/CBUC) and encourages readers across the country to 
join together in reading the eBook or eAudiobook version of Glass Beads, a short story collection by 
Saskatchewan-born Indigenous author, actor, and comedian Dawn Dumont.  
 
During the campaign, St. Albert Public Library will be offering Library members free, unlimited access to 
Glass Beads through hoopla or OverDrive with no holds or waitlists. The One eRead Canada team selected 
Glass Beads with the intent to help foster national conversation around reconciliation, Indigenous 
experiences and the importance of #ownvoices stories. 
 
CULC/CBUC notes that the One eRead Canada campaign is intended to introduce readers and listeners to 
new titles and authors and to positively impact sales of digital content. The campaign further strives to raise 
awareness about the prohibitive costs and purchasing restrictions that public libraries face related to 
eContent when dealing with multinational publishers. 
 
“The popularity of eBooks and eAudiobooks has exploded over the past few years, and libraries struggle to 
purchase enough copies to keep up with demand because the resources cost more for libraries than they 
do for individual buyers,” says Lisa Stormer, Digital Services Librarian at St. Albert Public Library. “One 
eRead Canada is unique in that it will allow readers at participating libraries to have unlimited simultaneous 
access to Glass Beads.”  
 
Glass Beads is a collection of interconnected short stories, focused on the lives of four First Nations people 
against a backdrop of two decades of political, social, and cultural change. Glass Beads’ publisher 
Thistledown Press is an independent Canadian publisher that is taking an active role in making eContent 
more accessible to the public, in partnership with public libraries. 
 
Between June 3 and 30, be sure to check out your eBook or eAudiobook of Glass Beads at sapl.ca. For more 
information, stop by the Library Information Desk on the second floor or call 780-459-1682. 
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